
You are head over heels in love! But really fit you and your sweetheart 
together forever? You can now clarify twitching jerk: Just take off socks 
and compare feet! Shape of the foot and toes in length, you can see your 
own personality and that of your partner and create a forecast for your 
relationship. We have spoken with the British Fußlese expert Jane 
Sheehan and tell how that works!

Jane Sheehan (small picture) can of feet on the love life close (Photo: 
footreading.com; Thinkstock)

The expert 
Jane Sheehan has been working over 14 years with the Fußlesen and has 
since made a name with their special ability of the British state borders. 
Exciting was the moment when for the first time an association between 
the feet and the personality of a person stated, "My girlfriend and I had 
an appointment for foot reflexology. Each time the therapist touched my 
big toe, I reacted very emotionally. It was so embarrassing! On the other 
foot, I reacted to the bad just noticeable. Now I wanted to know more! 
Apparently there was a connection between feet and the personality, 
"says Jane Sheehan Fußleserin .
Your Feet: The reflection of your relationship 
Due to years of experience, Jane Sheehan can draw conclusions about 
love from the feet of a man on his personality and thus also on its way. 
"In no case should you and your sweetie have very similar feet. That 
would mean you would have identical strengths and weaknesses and a 
very similar character. One of you would find during the time that he 
actually does not need the other, "said the prominent Fußlese expert 
from the British Buckingham. "Your feet and your partner should be 
similar in some characteristics and differ in other properties in the ideal 
case. The similarities suggest many similarities and are a good basis for a 
solid bond. The differences give an indication that you will complement 
each other well in your relationship. "
The Jane Sheehan reveals about your feet and your love life:
The great toe 
It is your thoughts, beliefs, ideas and your self-esteem. Is your big toe 
much longer than the other toes? Then you are a clever mind and 
creative thinker. The perfect partner is one who like to listen to your 
ideas and help you make a decision. Is your big toe against 
comparatively short, then you are an excellent multi-tasker. To delegate 
effectively and use your charm to convince people of your ideas. "In the 
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best case, the toes of your partner run from the large to the small toe in 
an oblique, uniform line. Your treasure is then very detail oriented, loves 
to bring and benefits of your multi-tasking ability to end things. They 
complement each other perfectly, "says the expert. Her big toes are short 
and wide also, you are very reasonable and down to earth.
Sex and food: The reveals his favorite dish of him
The second toe 
It represents feelings and emotions. If all of the little toe to the big toe to 
rise in a uniform line, and only protrudes the second toe, then you are 
very dominant and want to set the tone in your relationship. "If you can 
not live out this desire, you can sometimes be a little bossy," warns Jane 
Sheehan. Is your second toe rather short this indicates that you are 
peace-loving and considerate.
The middle toe 
It shows how much energy and willpower you are stuck in your duties. 
The longer the middle toe is more determined perfectionist and you are 
in your job. But what is good for the career, may have a negative impact 
on your love life: fast of the partners is neglected. Is your middle toe, 
however briefly, you know how to enjoy life. They love to quietly and 
calmly, even if sometimes others will therefore consider lazy. 

The fourth toe 
It reveals a lot about your attitude towards relationships. Her fourth toe 
is rather short, you are love and partnership is not particularly 
important. Did you against a long, straight fourth toe, it shows that you 
care partners and family a lot. The fourth toe is also slightly bent, take 
your relationship Quarrel and strife in the family always much to heart.
Expert Advice: How to find "Mr. Right " 

The little toe 
It provides information about your need for security in life. If you can 
wiggle your little toe, you security is not particularly important. They 
love the adventure, the challenge, and permanent change. You are a 
daredevil and likes to flirt! The opposite applies to you if you can not 
wiggle the little toe: They love the routine and can do without too many 
surprises. "Are you looking for a partner who has a lot of humor and 
does not take life too seriously? Then you should ascertain quickly 
whether your date has a very short little toe, "says Jane Sheehan.
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